TO: ALL CALIFORNIA LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

The purpose of this bulletin is to inform all law enforcement agencies that the California Department of Justice (DOJ) is enhancing the California Restraining and Protective Order System (CARPOS). The enhancement includes new fields to allow the entry of restraining order terms requiring the restrained person to stay away from protected animals.

The fields being added are the Stay Away from Protected Animals (STP) field and the Yards to Stay Away from Protected Animals (YDP) field. To enter these fields, at least one Protected Animal (PA1) must be present and both STP and YDP must be entered together. If either STP, YDP, or all Protected Animals are cleared from the record, both STP and YDP will be cleared automatically.

Stay Away from Protected Animals (STP)

The STP field indicates whether a stay-away was ordered for the protected animal(s). The acceptable code(s) for STP are:

- Y - Yes, the restrained person has been ordered to stay away from the protected animal(s).

Yards to Stay Away from Protected Animals (YDP)

The YDP field is a 4-character numeric field that indicates how far the restrained must stay away from the protected animal(s).

Entry Format:

`UB ERO.ori.nam.sex.rac.dob.ppn.pps.typ.oca.iss.exp.crt.ccnp.rpr.con.AP1/pan.pat.pba.pco.STP/Y.YDP/ypd`

Modify Format:

`UB MRO.fcn.nam.STP/Y.YDP/ypd`

Programming changes will be required for agencies utilizing local systems for data entry in order to accommodate the updates; however, the string format may be used as an alternative. If your agency utilizes LEAWEB, no programming changes will be necessary.
If you have any questions, please contact the California Restraining and Protective Order Unit at (916) 210-3196 or via email at Restraining.Orders@doj.ca.gov.

Sincerely,

Veronica Gilliard

VERONICA GILLIARD, Chief/CIO
California Justice Information Services Division

For ROB BONTA
Attorney General